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The amount of solids in a fat plays an important role in the functional properties of food stuff. Pulsed NMR is the standard technique for solid fat content (SFC) determination. However, the AOCS-approved direct method requires standards to calculate a f-factor, which is necessary for calculating the SFC. The present computational power should enable the determination of the SFC by fitting a physical model to the acquired Free Induction Decay (FID) signal without these standards. 
Trezza et al. (2006) have already used this idea in their work, but the model they used included a lot of parameters and hence asked a lot of calculation power. This was needed because they were interested in the different polymorphic states of fats. In our work, a simpler bi-Gaussian model is used as was proposed by Le Botlan et al. (2000):
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a, b, c and d are parameters which are calculated by fitting the model to the data, and t is the time (in µs). Parameters a and b and parameters c and d are related to the signal coming from the solids and the liquids, respectively. Two methods were developed to calculate the SFC. Whereas the direct model-based method is based on the relative amplitude of the two Gaussian functions, the weighted model-based method compares the c parameter of the unknown fat to the c parameter of a fat that contains no solids:
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A good resemblance was found between the SFC values obtained by the different  calculation methods. This bi-Gaussian model and the proposed calculation methods could be used for the calculation of the SFC without the use of standards. 
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